
Huong's phrases

Above my raisin

That’s a hard dog to keep on the porch

Lonely as a pine tree in a parking lot

All hat no cattle

Fine as frog’s hair split four ways

Grinning like a possum eating a sweet potato

Happy as a dead pig in the sunshine

Slower than molasses running uphill in the winter

Knee-high to a grasshopper

Like white on rice

Hog wild

Madder than a wet hen

Fit to be tied

You can’t make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear

anti
on blast
read
so extra
basic
dad joke
serving tea
throwing shade

Igor's phrases

If I were a woman, I'd be a better feminist.

Many of my favorite artists are not artists.

Don't ask for the post-truth if you can't handle it.

Based on a true story.
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I'm sorry, Dave. I'm afraid I can't do that.

This is the end of the world as we know it.

You've been warned.

Click on the thumbnail to get the full image.

What else have I done wrong?

You are our only hope now. Resistance fully supports you as our leader.

There’s no place like 127.0.0.1.

Take me to your leader.

To find the art, you multiply the time by the square of the force.

Keep that frequency clear.

Das ist keine Kunst.

Daniel's phrases

“I love your feelings, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ …” ; 

This is a permanent altered state of agency. What do you see?

distortion might be a problematic of mediated communication, the desire for it to be unperceived 
leads to a sense that distortion is not happening.

the images become part of the architecture; they exist in space and as space.

I’m networked to all sort of bodies, it becomes one - outside - if I disconnect.

the machine repeats what it is told. the machine repeats what is taught.

i am here.

We belong to devices, and act in them.

Liveness

this space exists as sum of us all and the objects we inscribe in it.

we hide our faces so that we can be seen.
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this is a multiverse.

[here] we do not think, see, or feel in isolation 

Where are we when we’re not here?! Where, When is here…? 

We’re a form of life, electronically operating together, spatially distributed through a non-absolute 

Helen's phrases

“What’s the point of being perfect?”

“It’s like having on-tap creativity, you just open it up and it falls all over you.” 
(Marc Garrett)

To the privileged, equality looks like oppression.

Atmen tief.

It's definitely something I intend to explore further, in a variety of ways.

Abbiegen rechts vor Ihnen.

Mix a paste of water or vinegar and baking soda, and soak overnight.

My lip reading skills are not well developed.

“I want everything from life, I want to be a woman and to be a man, to have many friends and have 
loneliness, to work much and write good books and to travel and enjoy myself ...” 
(Simone de Bouvoir)

let's try to create some silence every now and then.

Soyung's phrases

She’s going home tomorrow.

All understood too late.

Our last presidents are prosecuted.

Cigarettes in hands, tea on the table, It all came back to where it’d started
Suddenly we’ve become scared to change something.

Fuller and fuller fill the vodka glasses, and lower, lower bow down to the earth.

We are not brothers. He’s not your father.
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Three dogs suddenly appeared, and one of them started barking while the others
ran away.

There’s been a death in the opposite house
As lately as today.

Do not fear, we are still at peace. At least for now.

The given words cannot operate the system yet.

(Where are you? Or Where is this? Sometimes, subjects are omitted in Korean)

You’re out early.

sites change as people use them. Sometimes, the sites die.

You reach a moment in life when, among the people you have known, the dead
outnumber the living.

Tactics, comrades, tactics!

Don’t move.

Then did I fly backwards, homewards, — and always faster.

Antije's phrases

information is something physical

i am an advanced computer

things in our hands must be equal

computer slave labour will win

replicate and synthesize humans

position of relative privilege

shared speech as a practice of citizenship

listen and somehting else will happen

blooming oceans

alien mental state
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communist objects

Annie's phrases

History has erased her mark 

I don't do gigs – this is not a performance – this is an experiment

Matter feels, converses, suffers, desires, yearns and remembers.

But that's exactly what it's not! 

voeten in de modder, een blaadje op het water, dat was HET

With its great ability to set seed, its ease of germination and vigour, it has spread from the fields 
where it has been planted to roadsides, trackways, footpaths, wasteland, river banks and sand dunes.

Geslecht is unknown

How many data did you upload today? 

You are behaving as if there is no seventh extinction, as if ...

Stasis means both civil war and immutability.

Nowadays information is passed on as a set of signals that cannot be picked up by human senses.

And as usual, the European Union does not have an opinion.

Why are we not using open source software?

Can an AI calculate what a person is worth?

We merge, we float, we touch, we are lost

This is about how things rhyme, how they follow one after the other

Open the borders!

Could this be thinking together? A way to escape machine control?

Algorithmic processes and NN's are high speed forms of burocraty.
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